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We prove a new vertex-splitting lemma which states that if a multigraph G has
maximum multiplicity of at most p, then each vertex u can be split into W(d(u)p)X
new vertices, w(d(u)p)x of degree p, with the multiple edges being shared out
between the new vertices in such a way that each multiple edge remains intact at
at least one of its two endpoints. We apply this lemma to deduce very simply the
theorem of de Werra that each bipartite multigraph has a balanced k-edge-colouring
for each positive integer k.
We also apply the lemma to improve two earlier theorems of the first author
which state that /$ls (G)=W(2(G)s)X if either (1) G is a bipartite multigraph, or
(2) s is even and G is any multigraph; here /$ls (G) is the s-improper list chromatic
index of G, i.e., the least possible value of k such that, if each edge of G is provided
with a list l(e) of at least k colours, then G has an s-improper edge list colouring
(so that at each vertex & not more than s edges incident with & receive the same
colour), and, on each edge, the colour used lies in the list for that edge. The
improvements that we obtain include that for each multiple edge of multiplicity
m=mG(u, &), no colour is used on more than WmG(u, &)W(2(G)s)X X+1 edges
joining u and &.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we give a vertex-splitting result which is new and elemen-
tary. This result is then applied to give a simple proof of a well-known
theorem of de Werra [68] and to improve two recent results of the first
author concerning edge-list colourings. For another proof of de Werra’s
theorem, see [1].
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Unless expressly forbidden the multigraphs in this paper may have loops,
a loop being considered to be an edge with a single vertex which con-
tributes two towards the degree of that vertex. In this paper mG(u, &) will
denote the multiplicity of the edges joining u to & in G, that is, the number
of simple edges joining u to & in G. Informally, a vertex-splitting of a multi-
graph G gives another multigraph H obtained from G by splitting each
vertex & of G into several vertices and sharing the edges incident to & among
the vertices into which it is split, so that if an edge e joins u and & in G then
the corresponding edge e$ in H joins u$ and &$, where u$ and &$ are each one
of the vertices into which u and & respectively are split. Formally, a vertex-
splitting of a multigraph G is another multigraph H together with
associated maps ,: V(H)  V(G) and : E(H)  E(G) such that , is surjec-
tive,  is bijective, and whenever e # E(H) is incident to the vertex
& # V(H), (e) is incident to ,(&), a loop at & being mapped to a loop at
,(&).
The vertex-splitting result, informally stated, is that if G is a multigraph
and p is an integer at least as large as the greatest multiplicity of the edges
of G, then we can split each vertex u of G into a number of vertices of
degree p together with one of degree less than p (this last being absent if
the degree of u is a multiple of p), and that this splitting can be done in
such a way that at least one end of every multiple edge remains unsplit in
the process.
The maintenance of one end of each multiple edge as being unsplit
provides the entire utility of the result. It seems likely that it will have
many applications, and a sample of these is given in the paper, including
a simple proof of de Werra’s theorem and a strengthening of a theorem of
Hilton on improper list colourings.
2. THE VERTEX-SPLITTING RESULT
Before coming to the vertex-splitting result itself, we need a definition
and a lemma.
Definition. For positive integers d, p, and j, with 1 jW(dp)X , if
d=xp+ y, where 0 y p&1, we define pj (d) by:
pj (d )={
p if 1 j\ dp  ,
y if \ dp < j dp | .
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Thus d= p1(d )+ p2(d )+ } } } + pk(d) where each pj (d ) is a natural number
and all except possibly the last equal p.
The problem we have to tackle in the vertex-splitting is to split a vertex
and reallocate its edges to the new vertices into which & has been split. In
the lemma below +1 , +2 , ..., +l are the multiplicities of the edges incident to
&, in increasing order, the degree of & being d. We will orient these accord-
ing to the end at which they are to remain unsplit. I will be the set
of suffices i for which the edge of multiplicity +i must remain unsplit. It
will be shown later that I contains at most one of the numbers
l&2x+1, l&2x+2 for each integer x, so the problem is to allocate the
+i for i # I (the edges not to be split) to subsets I1 , I2 , ..., Ik . The total mul-
tiplicity allocated to the j th set does not exceed pj (d ), the degree of the jth
‘‘new’’ vertex into which & has been split.
Lemma 1. Let d, p, k, l, +1 , ..., +l be positive integers with 1+1
+2 } } } +l p, k=W(dp)X , and d=li=1 +i . Let I/[1, 2, ..., l] be a set
with the property that for all odd i # [1, 2, ..., l] at most one of l&i and
l&i+1 belongs to I. Then there is a partition of I into parts I1 , I2 , ..., Ik ,
some of them possibly empty, such that i # Ij +i pj (d ) for 1 jk.
Remark. The proof demonstrates that the partition may be found
greedily. Suppose that I=[i1 , i2 , ..., it], listed in decreasing order so that
+i1+i2 } } } +it . Generally one simply finds r for which
+i1+ } } } ++ir p<+i1+ } } } ++ir+1 ,
and chooses [i1 , i2 , ..., ir] as one of the sets. Then one finds s>r so that
+ir+1+ } } } ++is p<+ir+1+ } } } ++is+1
and chooses [ir+1 , ..., is] for the next set, and so on.
Proof. Let I=[i1 , i2 , ..., it] where i1>i2> } } } >it , so that +i1+i2
} } } +it ; we may suppose that I{<, since otherwise the result is trivial.
The proof is by induction on k=W(dp)X . If +i1++i2+ } } } ++it p we
set I1=I, Ij=<(2 jk). Then
:
i # Ij
+i pj (d ) (1 jk),
as required.
Now let n be a positive integer and suppose the result is true if kn. Let
k=n+1. We may suppose that +i1++i2+ } } } ++it> p since otherwise the
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argument of the preceding paragraph may be used. Then there is an integer
r1 such that
+i1++i2+ } } } ++ir p<+i1+ } } } ++ir+1 .
Put I=[i1 , i2 , ..., ir]. Since at most one from each of [l&1, l], [l&3,
l&2], etc., belongs to I, ir+1l&2r. Letting j1 # [l&1, l]"[i1], then
j1>ir+1 , so +j1+ir+1 , whence, because i1>i2> } } } >ir>ir+1 ,
:
l
i=ir+1+1
+i=+l++l&1+ } } } ++ir+1+2++ir+1+1
+j1++i1+ } } } ++ir+i1+ } } } ++ir+1> p.
Put d $=ir+1i=1 +i and k$=W(d $p)X . Then
d $= :
l
i=1
+i& :
l
i=ir+1+1
+i<d& p,
so k$n. By induction, we can partition I & [1, 2, ..., ir+1] into I$1 , ..., I$k$
such that i # I$j +i pj (d $) for 1 jk$.
Since d $d& p, it follows that pj (d $) pj+1(d )(1 jk$). Recall that
I1=[i1 , ..., ir], let Ij=I$j&1 for j=2, ..., k$+1 and if k$<k&1 set Ij=< for
k$+1< jk. Then i # Ij +i pj (d) for j=1, 2, ..., k.
The lemma now follows by induction. K
This lemma leads to our vertex-splitting theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a multigraph and p be a positive integer which is
not less than the multiplicity of G. Then there is a vertex splitting of G yielding
a multigraph H such that
(i) each vertex u in G splits into W(dG(u)p)X vertices in H, the jth of
these vertices having degree pj (dG(u))( j=1, 2, ..., W(dG(u)p)X);
(ii) one end of each multiple edge in G is not split.
Proof. Let G* be the simple graph obtained from G by amalgamating
all edges joining a pair of vertices (a, b) into a single edge (and doing the
same with multiple loops at a vertex). For each edge e # G* we shall let
m(e) be the multiplicity of the corresponding edge in G.
For each vertex u in G* suppose that the edges incident to u are e1 , ..., el
where m(ei)=+i (i=1, ..., l) and these are ordered so that +1
+2 } } } +l . A loop at u will appear twice in this list. We form a link at
u between the edges el and el&1 , el&2 and el&3 , and so on; there will be
one unlinked edge if l is odd. Once this has been done at each vertex of
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G*, the edges of G have been partitioned by the links into a number of
edge-disjoint cycles and paths, such that no two paths share a common end
point, each path beginning and ending at a vertex of G* of odd degree.
Orient each cycle in its cyclic order. Choose one vertex in each path and
orient the path so that each edge is directed towards this vertex. The result-
ing orientation of the path has the property that each vertex has at most
one edge directed outwards from that vertex, and this is also true of the
oriented cycles.
Now consider the typical vertex u, whose incident edges are e1 , ..., el
with multiplicities +1 , +2 , ..., +l where 1+1+2 } } } +l p, linked as
above. For each integer x with 1xw(l2)x , at most one of el&2x+1
and el&2x+2 is directed outwards from u. Also dG(u)=li=1 +i . Let
k=W(dG(u)p)X . Then we split the corresponding vertex u of G into
u1 , u2 , ..., uk . Let I=[i: ei is outwardly directed], so that by construction
I contains at most one of the numbers l&2x+1, l&2x+2 for each
xW(l2)X . Then by Lemma 1 we can partition I into kj=1 Ij such that
i # Ij +i pj (dG(u)) for each j=1, 2, ..., k. For each j, we allocate all of the
edges in G corresponding to ei with i # Ij to the new vertex uj . These edges
are not split at this vertex. This allocates i # Ij +i pj (dG(u)) simple edges
to uj . When all of these outwardly directed edges have been allocated, we
allocate the edges incident to u which are inwardly directed by splitting the
multiple edges so that additional edges are allocated to u1 , ..., ul to make
the degree of each uj exactly pj (dG(u)). Since kj=1 pj (dG(u))=dG(u), this
is possible.
This provides the splitting. V(H) is the union of the new vertices u1 , ..., uk
obtained for each vertex u of G*. Suppose that e # E(G*) is directed from
vertex u to vertex & (not necessarily distinct), and that m(e)=+. Then since
e is outwardly directed from u, there is an i in the set I associated with u,
such that e=ei ; let i # Ij . Now the vertex e is inwardly directed at &, so if
& is split into &1 , ..., &l , the multiple edge may be split at & according to the
procedure above; let *s edges be allocated to the vertex &s(s=1, ..., l). Then
the edge e # E(G) corresponds to edges in H of multiplicities *s (if *s>0)
from uj to &s(s=1, ..., l). This satisfies condition (ii) of the statement of the
theorem. K
3. APPLICATIONS
Our first application of the vertex-splitting result is to give a very simple
proof of de Werra’s theorem. We recall that an edge-colouring
,: E(G)  C, where C is a set of colours, of a multigraph G is proper if, for
every & # V(G) and ci # C, |ci (&)|1 where ci (&) denotes the set of edges
incident with & of colour ci . It is equitable if | |ci (&)|&|cj (&)| |1 for each
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[ci , cj]/C. We make the convention here that a loop at & coloured ci con-
tributes two towards |ci (&)|. An edge-colouring is balanced if it is equitable
and also, for all u, & # V(G) and ci , cj # C, | |ci (u, &)|&|cj (u, &)| |1, where
ci (u, &) denotes the set of edges joining u and & of colour ci .
De Werra’s Theorem [68] states:
Theorem 3 (de Werra). Let k1 be an integer and G be a bipartite
multigraph. Then G has a balanced edge-colouring with k colours.
Proof. Remove as many sets as possible of k parallel edges from G, that
is, from each multiedge of multiplicity at least k reduce the multiplicity of
the edge by k, and repeat this process as often as possible. Call the result-
ing bipartite multigraph H. The maximum multiplicity of the edges of H is
at most k&1.
Split each vertex u of H into W(dH(u)k)X vertices, of which w(dH(u)k)x
have degree k, and the remaining vertex, if there is one, has degree less
than k. By Theorem 2 this can be done in such a way that at least one
end of each multiple edge of H remains unsplit. Call the resulting bipartite
multigraph J.
By Ko nig’s Theorem [4], J has a proper edge colouring with k colours,
since it is bipartite and has degree at most k. Transferring this colouring to
the corresponding edges of H, we see that since at most one of the vertices
of J into which the vertex u of H is split has degree less than k, each colour
appears either W(dH(u)k)X or w(dH(u)k)x times at the vertex u in H, and
because at least one end of each multiple edge remained incident to a single
vertex in J, no colour occurs more than once on each multiple edge
between the same two vertices. It follows that this colouring of H is balanced.
Finally, we restore to H the sets of k parallel edges removed from G to
form H. In doing so we allocate each colour to one of the parallel edges.
The resulting edge colouring of G is balanced. K
Our next application is to the problem of edge-list colouring of bipartite
multigraphs. For each edge e # E(G) let l(e)/C be a set (list) of colours
available to be assigned to e. These are the lists of the problem. For an
integer s1, we call an edge-colouring an s-improper edge list colouring if
for each e the assigned colour belongs to l(e) and if at most s edges inci-
dent to any vertex have the same colour. We denote by /$ls (G) the s-im-
proper list chromatic index, the smallest k for which G has an s-improper
edge list colouring whenever l has the property that for all e, |l(e)|k. As
before, a loop incident with & is counted as two edges, the colouring being
counted similarly. The chromatic index, /$(G), corresponds to the case
when s=1 and the lists are all the same. More generally, for s1, the
s-improper chromatic index, /$s(G), corresponds to the case where all the
lists are the same. Clearly /$s(G)/$ls (G).
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The following conjecture is equivalent (see [3]) to the well-known list
colouring conjecture of Vizing [9].
Conjecture. For all integers s1 and all multigraphs G (which may
have loops if s2 but not if s=1), /$ls (G)=/$s(G). The list-colouring con-
jecture is the case s=1.
In [3], Hilton showed that if s is a positive integer and G is a bipartite
multigraph, then /$ls (G)=/$s(G)=W(2(G)s)X . This is in fact an easy conse-
quence of the recent major advance due to Galvin [2], who proved the
above statement in the case s=1. For a direct proof of Galvin’s theorem,
see Slivnik [5].
The vertex-splitting result above allows us to strengthen Hilton’s result
greatly. We shall call an edge colouring of a graph edge-bounded if no
colour occurs on more than W(m(u, &)/$s(G))X edges joining two vertices
u and &, where m(u, &) is the number of edges joining u and &. The
strengthened result is:
Theorem 4. Let s be a positive integer and G be a bipartite multigraph.
Then
/$ls (G)=/$s(G)=2(G)s |.
Moreover, an s-improper edge list colouring of G all of whose lists contain
at least /$ls (G) colours may be chosen to be edge-bounded.
Remark. We remark that it might be natural to suppose that this result
could be strengthened by replacing the edge-bounded condition by another
criterion similar to the criterion that no colour occurs on more than
W(k(u, &)/$s(G))X , where k(u, &) is the number of edges joining u and & in
whose list the colour concerned occurs. The formulation of a suitable
criterion remains an open question.
Proof. Let x=W(2(G)s)X and suppose that each edge e of G is
provided with a list l(e) of at least x colours. Remove from G as many sets
of x parallel edges as possible, and call the resulting bipartite multigraph
H. H has multiplicity at most x&1.
Let u # V(H) and let p(u) be the number of sets of x parallel edges of
G incident with u which were removed in forming H. Then dH(u)=
dG(u)&xp(u). Now let s$(u)=W(dH(u)x)X and split each vertex of H into
s$(u) vertices. By the vertex-splitting result we can do this in such a way that
at least one end of each multiple edge remains unsplit, and w(dH(u)x)x of
the split vertices have degree x. Call the resulting graph J.
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J is bipartite and 2(J)x, so, by Galvin’s Theorem [2] J has a proper
edge list colouring since every list has size at least x. Therefore, transferring
this colouring to H, we obtain an improper edge-list colouring of H, where
at the vertex u # V(H) each colour occurs at most s$(u) times on an edge
incident to u. Replacing the edges omitted in forming H, and colouring
each set of x parallel edges with x different colours, we obtain an improper
edge-list colouring of G, where the same colour occurs on at most
s$(u)+ p(u) edges incident to the vertex u. Now for each u # V(G),
s$(u)+ p(u)=dH(u)x |+ p(u)=dG(u)x |2(G)x |.
Since x=W(2(G)s)X , x(2(G)s) and hence s(2(G)x). Since s is an
integer, it follows that sW(2(G)x)X , whence s$(u)+ p(u)s, showing
that the edge-list colouring is at most s-improper.
To show that the edge-bounded criterion is satisfied, we note first that
since the edge-colouring of J is proper and at least one end of each multiple
edge is not split in forming J from H, each colour occurs at most once on
each multiple edge of H. Now to form G from H we replace the
w(m(u, &)x)x sets of x edges removed in forming H. As these have no more
than one occurrence of each colour in each such set, the total number
of occurrences of each colour on edges from u to & is at most
w(m(u, &)x)x+1. This equals W(m(u, &)x)X except when m(u, &) is a multi-
ple of x, in which case the process of forming H from G removed all the
edges joining u to &, so that there were no edges (and hence no occurrences
of any colour) joining u to &. In this case also, no colour occurs on more
than W(m(u, &)x)X edges joining u to &. K
A similar process allows us to strengthen another theorem in [3] (also,
we take this opportunity to rectify a slight oversight in the proof of the
theorem (Theorem 4) in [3]).
Definition. We shall call an edge-colouring of the graph G nearly edge-
bounded if for each multiple edge in G (joining say u and &) the number of
edges of a particular colour is at most
mG(u, &)/$s(G) | if
mG(u, &)&1
/$s(G)
# [2k&1, 2k] for some integer k,
and is at most
mG(u, &)/$s(G) |+1 if
mG(u, &)&1
/$s(G)
# (2k, 2k+1) for some integer k.
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We shall require the following technical lemma in the proof of
Theorem 6.
Lemma 5. Suppose that m and / are natural numbers, and define %(m, /)
by
%(m, /)={
2 m2/|
m&12/ |+m+12/ |
if m is even,
if m is odd.
Then if, for some integer k, (m&1)/ # [2k&1, 2k] we have %(m, /)=
W(m/)X , while if for some integer k, (m&1)/ # (2k, 2k+1), then
%(m, /)=W(m/)X+1.
Proof. (i) Suppose first that m is even. Then
m&1
/
# [2k&1, 2k] O m # [(2k&1)/+1, 2k/+1]
O m # [(2k&1) /+1, 2k/]
O
m
/
# _2k&1+1/ , 2k& ,
whence %(m, /)=2W(m2/)X=2k=W(m/)X .
Also,
m&1
/
# (2k, 2k+1) O m # (2k/+1, (2k+1)/+1)
O m # [2k/+2, (2k+1)/] (m is even)
O m/|=2k+1 and m2/|=k+1
O %(m, /)=2 m2/|=2k+2=m/|+1.
(ii) Now suppose m is odd. Then
m&1
/
# [2k&1, 2k] O
m
/
# _2k&1+1/ , 2k+
1
/&
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and
m+1
/
# _2k&1+2/ , 2k+
2
/& .
Therefore W(m/)X=2k or 2k+1 where
m/|=2k+1  m/ >2k  m>2k/.
Moreover, W(m&1)(2/)X=k and W(m+1)(2/)X=k or k+1, where
m+12/ |=k+1  m+12/ >k  m+1>2k/
 m>2k/
(because m is odd). Therefore
%(m, /)=m&12/ |+m+12/ |={2k2k+1 if m2k/if m>2k/=m/|.
Also,
m&1
/
# (2k, 2k+1) O m # (2k/+1, (2k+1) /+1)
O m # [2k/+3, (2k+1) /]
(because m is odd)
O
m
/
# _2k+3/ , 2k+1& .
Finally, W(m/)X=2k+1 and W(m&1)(2/)X=W(m+1)(2/)X=k+1,
showing that %(m, /)=W(m/)X+1 here also.
Theorem 6. Let s be an even positive integer and G be a multigraph,
loops being permitted. Then /$ls (G)=/$s(G)=W(2(G)s)X. Moreover, the
s-improper list colouring of the edges of G can always be chosen so that it
is nearly edge-bounded.
Proof. Let each edge of G be assigned a list of W(2(G)s)X colours. Pair
off the vertices of odd degree in G, and for each such pair [&, &$] of distinct
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vertices introduce an additional undirected edge e(&, &$) between the pair.
Since the number of vertices of odd degree is even, there are no unpaired
vertices of odd degree. Let the resulting multigraph be called G+. Note that
in this process the degree of a vertex of odd degree may be increased by
one but that for all vertices u # V(G), W(dG(u)2)X=W(dG+(u)2)X.
Pair off parallel edges of G as far as possible. At the end of this process,
pair off any remaining parallel edges of G+. Then if the paired edges are
removed, the resulting graph will have just simple edges (but it may have
multiple loops). Call this resulting graph G*. Observe that, if an edge
e(&, &$) was added to G to form G+, and if a corresponding edge remains
in G*, it will be the added one. Each component of G* is Eulerian, since
G* has no vertices of odd degree. Orient the edges in each component of
G* in one direction around the Eulerian circuit, and transfer this orienta-
tion to the corresponding edges of G+. Orient the two edges in each pair
of parallel edges in G+ in the opposite sense. Let the resulting directed
graph be D. At each vertex of D, the numbers of incident edges of each
orientation are equal. Moreover, in each multiple edge of D, the numbers
of simple edges of each orientation differ by at most one.
We now form a bipartite multigraph B+ from D as follows. Let V(D)=
V(G)=[&1 , &2 , ..., &p] and let U=[u1 , ..., up] and W=[w1 , ..., wp] where
U & W=<. For each directed edge (&i , &j) of D of multiplicity + we let
(ui , wj) be an edge in B+ of multiplicity +. We allow i= j here to take
account of loops. Form B from B+ by removing the edges which
correspond to those added to G to form G+.
Then B is a bipartite multigraph. Assign to each edge of B the list of the
corresponding edge in G. The edges removed from B+ to form B
correspond to the edges in G+ that are incident at both ends to vertices of
even degree, so that W(dG+(&)2)X=W(dG+(&)&1)2X for these vertices.
From the orientation of D, if &i # V(D), then dB+(ui) and dB+(wi) are equal
to W(dG+(&i)2)X and w(dG+(&i)2)x in some order. Even if an edge incident
to &i is removed in forming B from B+, one of the resultant vertices ui or
wi will have degree W(dG+(&i)2)X=W(dG(&i)2)X . Therefore
2(B)=2(B+)=
1
2
2(G+)=2(G)2 | .
The orientation of D also ensures that if an edge in G between &i and &j has
multiplicity mG(&i , &j), then in B the corresponding edges [ui , wj] and
[uj , wi] will have multiplicities W 12mG(&i , &j)X and w
1
2mG(&i , &j)x in some
order. Note that the way of choosing the orientation in D ensures that if
e(&i , &j) is added in forming G+ then the orientation of the edge corre-
sponding to e(&i , &j) occurs at least as often among edges joining &i and &j
as the other orientation, and therefore when that edge is removed to form
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B the two multiplicities mB(ui , wj) and mB(uj , wi) are equal. In the case
where i= j, so that [&i , &i] is a loop in G of multiplicity mB(&i , &i) then
mB(ui , wi)=mG(&i , &i).
By Theorem 4, since B is bipartite,
/$ls2=2(B)s2 |=2s 2(G)2 ||=2(G)s |.
For
2(G)s |=min {x # Z : x2(G)s ==min {x # Z : x \s2+2(G)2 =
=min {x # Z : x \s2+2(G)2 |=
(because s2 is an integer)
=2s 2(G)2 ||.
In our case, since each list has size at least W(2(G)s)X , B has an
s2-improper edge-list colouring. In such a colouring, for each &i # V(G),
the vertices ui and wi have each colour occurring at them at most s2 times.
Moreover, this colouring can be chosen to be edge-bounded, that is, no
colour occurs on more than W(mB(u, w))(/$ls2(B))X edges joining u and w.
Transferring this list colouring to G, each colour appears at the vertex &i
at most s times. Therefore /$ls (G)W(2(G)s)X . It is clear that /$
l
s (G)
W(2(G)s)X , whence /$ls (G)=W(2(G)s)X . If i{ j, then mG(&i , &j)=
mB(ui , wj)+mB(uj , wi) and so no colour appears on the multiple edge
[&i , &j] in G more than
mB(ui , wj)/$ls2(B) |+
mB(uj , wi)
/$ls2(B) |=k
times. Since /$ls2(B)=/$
l
s (G) and since mB(ui , wj)=mB(uj , wi)=
1
2mG(&i , &j)
if mG(&i , &j) is even, while if mG(vi , &j) is odd, mB(ui , wj) and mB(uj , wi)
equal (mG(&i , &j)+1)2 and (mG(&i , &j)&1)2 in some order, we see that
k=%(mG(&i , &j), /$s(G))
in the notation of Lemma 5, and so, by Lemma 5, the edge-colouring is
nearly edge-bounded. K
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To see that nearly-edge-boundness is required here, consider the graph
below. This has 2(G)=6 so that with s=2 we can give a 2-improper edge
colouring with 3=W(2(G)2)X colours. This cannot be edge-bounded.
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